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All partitions are 
fabricated to NYSED 
standards & requirements 
for safety & �re rating 

WHY CHOOSE US?

*Available as
• clear or opaque
• freestanding
• table top

Our SafeGuard partitions help students 
and sta� feel safe by maintaining social 
distance and creating physical separation. 
Together we can help you integrate the 
best protective measures for your school. 
We will take care of your project from 
start to �nish with a collaborative
process and safe, quality fabrication. 

Social distancing
for any space

with SafeGuards

Back to
School



In circumstances where 6’ distancing
cannot be achieved, partitions can
be used to create a safe environment
without sacrificing visibility or
preventing interaction.

approved safety & �re rating 
NYSED

Freestanding
SafeGuard
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These freestanding walls are ideal for using 
classroom space e�ciently. Partitions are 
available in standard sizes for convenience 
and frames are fully customizable for any 
space requirements. 

OPAQUE | solid materials help to create privacy and 
safe environments.

CLEAR | acrylic glass or polycarbonate provides an 
open feel, keeping people connected yet safe.

A/A1
Frame
52.5”w 
76.5”h
12”d

Window
47.5”w
71.5”h

Starting at

$860 ea.

*Available with
triangular feet (A1)

Starting at $945 ea.

C
Frame
76.5”w 
76”h
12”d

Window
71.5”w
47.5”h

Starting at

$740 ea.

B/B1
Frame
28.5”w 
76.5”h
12”d

Window
23.5”w
71.5”h

Starting at

$775 ea.

*Available with
triangular feet (B1)

Starting at $860 ea.
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*All available
with clear
or opaque
infill panels

*Per unit pricing based on minimum order of 40 units



Tabletop

Tabletop partitions work well for computer 
labs, conference rooms, cafeterias, science 
tables and art rooms, with the �exibility for 
add-on panels and di�erent con�gurations 
based on table capacity. Partitions can be 
mounted to desks, counters, and tabletops 
using safe and secure attachment methods, 
without damaging furniture.

SafeGuard
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approved safety & �re rating 
NYSED

E
Two D units with
add on horizontal
panel

Horizontal Overall
35.5”w 
25.5”h

Horizontal Infill
33.5”w 
23.5”h

Starting at

$1,425 ea.

D
Overall Unit
55.5”w 
54”h

Vertical Infill
23.5”w 
52”h

Horizontal Infill
23.5”w 
25.5”h

Starting at

$625 ea.

D/E

F

E

Multi-person tables require special 
protective measures to ensure the 
safety of each individual without 
preventing interaction.

F
Frame
49.5”w 
25.5”h

Infill
47.5”w 
23.5”h

Starting at

$545 ea.

*All available with clear
or opaque infill panels

OPAQUE | solid materials help to create privacy and 
safe environments.

CLEAR | acrylic glass or polycarbonate provides an 
open feel, keeping people connected yet safe.

*Per unit pricing based on minimum order of 40 units




